April 30, 2020

Dear P.J.,

Greetings, I pray that this communication finds you doing well. I would like to thank everyone at the Prison University Project for thinking of us, for fighting for us, and for helping to promote the health and safety of inmates and staff.

I want to thank you for sending the letter, gift bag, and the articles to every resident of San Quentin! That was a huge act of humanitarianism and I truly thank everyone who was involved!

It is fortifying to know that a huge number of people on the outside are thinking about us and trying to find ways to help. In addition to filing a 102 appeal requesting that all prisoners be provided a N95 mask, and that staff be required to wear them, I also wrote an article that was recently published in the San Francisco Bayview Newspaper.

The article was entitled "CORONAVIRUS: The Invisible Enemy Behind Enemy Lines." It details what is going on in the inside,
and includes ways that people on the outside can be of help. I hope that everyone will take the time to read it, and that they will get informed and get involved.

I plan to write a follow-up Covid-19 article, so I am open to any suggestions, feedback, and research material. Again, I thank you for the humanitarianism, and I welcome all support.

I must say that, your selfless actions have restored my faith in humanity, and it leaves me wishing that I was able to be a part of your project.

Feel free to share my letter in any way that you wish.

* CORONAVIRUS: The Invisible Enemy Behind Enemy Lines. sfbayview.com
I'll have someone send you the link, perhaps you can run it with this letter?

Stay strong, safe, and healthy! In Solidarity,

Tim Young